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'Ihe core of a mark:c::tin indivisfble goods can be defined in terms of strong domination or weak
domination. The core defined by stroJ:Jgdomination is always non-empty. but may contain
points wbicb lite unstable in a dynamic sense. However, it is shown that there are always stable
points in the COle.and a characterization is obtaiJ1ed. The core defined by weak domination
is always Don-empty when there is no indifference. and has no instability problems. In this case.
the core c:oincides with the unique competitive allocation.

1. Introdoctioa

In a recent paper~Shapley and Scarf (1974) consider a market with indivisible
goods as a game without side payments. They define the core of this market
in the usual way~as the set of allocations which are not strongly domiDated.
and prove that it is always non-empty. However. they show by an example that
this result depends on the core being defined in terms of strong rather than weak
domination; if the core is defined by weak doD1ination. then there are markets
for which the cote is empty. The purpose of this paper is to point out several
other imp1ica.tionsof the differences between strong and weak domination in
this type of market game.

The first consequence of using strong instead of weak domination is that it is
possible for a point in the core of a market to be unstable in the following sense:
an allocation x can be in the core of a given market. but not in the core of the
market in which x itself is the initial endowment. In a sense. x would be stable
only until it was realized. There will always exist stable allocations in the core.
however, and we will d1aracterizc the set of stable allocations in terms of
prices .

Also. the relation between the core and the set of competitiveallocations
dependson whetherstrongor weak-dominationis usedto definethe core.When
the core is definedby strong dominatio~ it alwayscontains the set of com-
petitiveallocations(which.is itselfnon-empty.and can contain several alloca-
tions).Thecorecan be strictlylargerthan the setof competitiveallocations.
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For whichever type of domination is under consideratio~, we. define the (Jore
of the market to be the set of undominated allocations. Shapely. and .Scarf show
that the core defined by sq<>ng.domi~ation is alwaYs non-emDtv. but the core

core
When no confusion will result, we will refer to the core defined.by strong

domination simply as the core, and to strong domination sfmplya:sdominati()n.~

3. Shapley-Searf eXllm1ple

Let N= {I,let 3} and IV = (W1' wz. W3)' The preferences of the three players
are as folIows:

(1)

(2)

WJPtWZPtW.,

WtP2WZPZWJ,

The allocation x = (w3' W., Wz) is.clearly in the core of the market M(w),
since it assignsto each trader his most preferred good. In fact, x is a competitive

aUocation bypricesp;.~,1). .
tet us Y WI' w.3),~bith gwes

preferred good. !tis straightforward to show that y cannot be competitive,
but y is in tbe core of M(w), since it is undominated by any other allocation.
In particular, the aUocation x faits to dominate y, because the coalition of
traders {I>3} whicltstdetlyprerCitsxcatmot
accomplish x withoUttradetl), while the grand {I, 2, 3}
do not all strictly prefer x to y (sincetrader 2 gets Wiin both a1Iocations).

NeverthelesStthe atlocation ycannot be considered stable,
Iihonld...r!L'lsult

trade should bethe bHateralone betweentraders I and 2. As
take possession of their new goods, a new market comes ~rttobCiing:the market
M(y). And in this market, y is dominated by x. since the coalition {I, 3}. which
stdotly prefers xto )',1$ x. Simplystated, oncetl1eendowment of the
marketbecomesy """(w;nWt,w$), coalition {t,3Jis the
mutuallyprofitablebilateraltrade resultsin the allocationx.

Thedifficultyin the>previousexamplearisesfromthe fact that the allocationy..
is not iuthe cOre of the market J'td'(y).We therefore define an aiiocation x to be
;'ftalJle

To see the rehltion between stability and prices, we cWnnea price vector 1t
to be any non-zero vector of non-negative numbers n = (1tI , ..., no),and we
say that a: pair (n, xc)where 1t ISa price vector and x is an allocation is an

equiltbrium if..forevery trader Ie N,X;P,XjlntpHes 'It; :> 'It/. Intuitively,

~,-'".""~" ." ..w_", .W" """",,.. --",_..,.
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Then it is easy to verify that x "" (W2>wI> W4' wJ) is competitive where
1ft "" 11:2> 1f) = 1<4and thai traders are indifferent between x and )/ =

Wi' Wz. W3);But y since 1CJ"'"1CZ= 11'3= 1C4in
any price system that makes y possible. Buttrader 4 womd not choose W3but
rather Wi is this situation. Note that there is another competitive allocation
Z = (W4>wJ>W2'WI)supportedby = > 'h = "2 which weakly
domimttes both x via 4}. even stra:11geris the
second example,

Example 2. A market in which x is competitive, y is not competitive and y is

Let there again be four tnlders with the following preferences, which are tOe
same as the previous example except for trader 3,

: W2'tW4PIWtPtW3>

P2: WtPZW3PZWZPZW4'

P3; wtI3wzP3w4P3w3,

Again x = (Wl' Wi> W4' W3) is competitive at prices 1Cl= 1(2> 11:3"'"11:4-

and y = (w4' Wt, W::' W3) cannot be competitive. But now we see that traders
1,2, and 4 between x and)/, buttbattradcr 3 !'fdars JIto x.

Again, however, z = W3' W2' Wi) is competitive at
1<3= X2 and z weakly dominates botb x and y via {I, 4}.

That a competitive allocation with indivisible commodities may not he
Pareto optimal is not new; Emmerson (1972) has shown an example of this

Pareto !tlloCtttionwhich
dominates the competitive allocation is itself competitive, whereas it is not in
our example.
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